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Econometrica,Vol. 57, No. 2 (March, 1989), 357-384

A NEW APPROACH TO THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
NONSTATIONARY TIME SERIES AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE
BY JAMESD. HAMILTON1
This paper proposes a very tractable approach to modeling changes in regime. The
parameters of an autoregression are viewed as the outcome of a discrete-state Markov
process. For example, the mean growth rate of a nonstationary series may be subject to
occasional, discrete shifts.
The econometrician is presumed not to observe these shifts directly, but instead must
draw probabilistic inference about whether and when they may have occurred based on the
observed behavior of the series. The paper presents an algorithm for drawing such
probabilistic inference in the form of a nonlinear iterative filter. The filter also permits
estimation of population parameters by the method of maximum likelihood and provides
the foundation for forecasting future values of the series.
An empirical application of this technique to postwar U.S. real GNP suggests that the
periodic shift from a positive growth rate to a negative growth rate is a recurrent feature of
the U.S. business cycle, and indeed could be used as an objective criterion for defining and
measuring economic recessions. The estimated parameter values suggest that a typical
economic recession is associated with a 3% permanent drop in the level of GNP.
KEYwoRDs: Switching regression, segmentation, nonstationary, business cycle, nonlinear filtering, regime changes.

1. INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY

A NUMBER OF RECENT STUDIES have sought to characterize the nature of the long
term trend in GNP and its relation to the business cycle. Researchers such as
Beveridge and Nelson (1981), Nelson and Plosser (1982), and Campbell and
Mankiw (1987a, b) explored this question using ARIMA models or ARMA
processes around a deterministic trend. Others, such as Harvey (1985), Watson
(1986), and Clark (1987) based their analyses on linear unobserved components
models. A third approach employs the co-integrated specification of Engle and
Granger (1987), whose relevance for business cycle research is examined in a
fascinating paper by King, Plosser, Stock, and Watson (1987).
These approaches are based on the assumption that first differences of the log
of GNP follow a linear stationary process; that is, in all of the above studies,
optimal forecasts of variables are assumed to be a linear function of their lagged
values. In this paper I suggest a modest alternative to these currently popular
approaches to nonstationarity, exploring the consequences of specifying that first
differences of the observed series follow a nonlinear stationary process rather
than a linear stationary process. A variety of parameterizations for characterizing
nonlinear dynamics have recently been proposed, and there has now accumulated

am indebted to John Cochrane, Angus Deaton, Robert Engle, Maijorie Flavin, Kevin Hassett,
and anonymous referees for comments on earlier drafts of this paper. This material is based upon
work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. SES-8720731. The Government has certain rights to this material.
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abundant evidence that departuresfrom linearityare an importantfeature of
many key macro series. Studies establishing such nonlinearitiesinclude the
bispectral analysis of Hinich and Patterson(1985), documentationof business
cycle asymmetries by Neftci (1984) and Sichel (1987), the ARCH-M model of
Engle, Lilien, and Robins (1987), Stock's (1987) time transformation, chaos
models (Brock and Sayers, 1988), Gallant and Tauchen's (1987) "seminonpara-

metric"approachto modelingdynamics,and Quah's(1987) "clinging"process.
The nonlinearitieswith which my paper is concernedarise if the process is
subject to discreteshifts in regime-episodes acrosswhich the dynamicbehavior
of the series is markedlydifferent.My basic approachis to use Goldfeld and
Quandt's (1973) Markov switching regressionto characterizechanges in the
parametersof an autoregressive
process.For example,the economymay eitherbe
in a fast growthor slow growthphase,with the switchbetweenthe two governed
by the outcome of a Markovprocess.Buildingupon ideas developedby Cosslett
and Lee (1985), a nonlinearfilter and smootherare presentedfor uncovering
optimal statisticalestimatesof the state of the economybased on observationsof
output. As in the Kalmanfilter,one is using the time path of an observedseries
to draw inferenceabout an unobservedstate variable.But whereasthe Kalman
filter is a linear algorithmfor generatingestimatesof a continuousunobserved
state vector, the filter and smootherin this paper provide nonlinearinference
about a discrete-valuedunobservedstate vector.
A very similar stochasticspecificationhas also been exploredby Aoki (1967,
p. 131), Tong (1983, p. 62), and Sclove(1983), thoughthe statisticalapproachof
these researcherswas quite differentfrom the one suggestedhere.Aoki discussed
control of such systemsbut did not developthe estimationalgorithmpresentedin
this paper. Tong treatedthe shifts in regimeas directlyobservable,whereasthe
core of my paper addressesoptimal probabilisticinference about such shifts
based on the observedbehaviorof GNP. Sclove calculatedwhat the likelihood
function would have been if the regimeswereobservable,and then assumedthat
the actual historicalregimeswere those that would make this joint likelihoodof
GNP along with unobservedregimes as big as possible. My approach, by
contrast, is to solve for the actual marginal likelihood function for GNP,
maximize this likelihood function with respect to population parameters,and
then use these parametersand the data to draw the optimal statisticalinference
about the unobservedregimes.
My algorithmmight also be viewed as formalizingthe statisticalidentification
of " turningpoints"of a time series.Moderntreatmentsby Wecker(1979),Neftci
(1982), and Diebold and Rudebusch(1987) provide referencesto some of the
earlierwork and intereston this question.Weckerdiscussedoptimalforecastsof
an "indicator function" (e.g., z,

=

if both Y.-1 <y

and y, > yt+).

Wecker's

indicatoris imposedmoreor less arbitrarilyon an otherwiselinearprocess;in my
specification, by contrast, the "turning point" is a structuralevent that is
inherentin the data-generating
process.Neftci (1982) analyzedthe case where(1)
only the most recent turningpoint influencesthe density function for current
observations,and (2) there is known to be a possibilityof at most one turning
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point observedduringa given interval(tl, t2). These assumptionscould also be
imposed as a special case of the general frameworkstudied here, generating
Neftci's algorithmfor dating turningpoints as a special case of the basic filter
used in this study.
The filter also has a clear analog in the analysis of Liptser and Shiryayev
(1977), who developeda nonlinearcontinuous-timefilter for a similarproblem.2
The discrete-timefilter developedhere has three distinct advantagesover their
treatment. First, if one used Liptser and Shiryayev'sformula (which is only
strictly valid for continuoustime) to approximatediscrete changes over short
intervalsof time, in principleone could end up generatinga probabilityoutside
the unit interval. By contrast, all probabilitiesgenerated by the filter and
smootherproposed in this paper are exact, and so lie in [0,1] by construction.
Second, a naturalbyproductof the discrete-timefilterused here is evaluationof
the sample likelihood,permittingreadyestimationand hypothesistesting about
the system's parameters.Third, the specificationadopted in this paper fits in
neatly as a complementto conventionaltime series tools and techniques;for
example,presentvalue calculationsturn out to be quite straightforward.
My approachcould also be viewed as a naturalextension of Neftci's (1984)
analysis of U.S. unemploymentdata. In Neftci's specification,the economy is
said to be in state 1 wheneverunemploymentis rising and in state 2 whenever
unemploymentis falling, with transitionsbetween these two states modeled as
the outcome of a second-orderMarkovprocess. In my paper, by contrast,the
unobservedstate is only one of many influencesgoverningthe dynamicprocess
followed by output, so that even when the economyis in the "fast growth"state,
output in principlemightbe observedto decrease.
The paper applies the technique to postwar U.S. data on real GNP. One
possible outcome of maximumlikelihoodestimationof parametersmight have
been the identificationof long-term trends in the U.S. economy, separating
periods with faster growth from those with slower growth. In fact, this is not
what was found. Instead,the best empiricalfit to the data is obtainedwhen the
growth states of the Markovprocessare associatedin a very directway with the
business cycle. A positive growth rate is associatedwith normal times, and a
negative growth rate associated with recessions. Indeed, the best statistical
estimates of which quarterswere historicallycharacterizedby negative growth
states for the U.S. economyare remarkablysimilarto NBER dating of business
cycles, and could be used as an alternativeobjectivealgorithmfor datingbusiness
cycles. The results complementthe findingsby Nelson and Plosser (1982) and
Campbelland Mankiw(1987a,b), who concludedthat businesscycles are associated with a large permanenteffect on the long run level of output.The estimates
also provide empiricalsupport for the propositionthat the dynamicsof recessions are qualitativelydistinct from those of normal times in a clear statistical
sense, and reinforceNeftci's (1984) and Sichel's(1987) evidenceon the asymmetry of U.S. businesscycles.
2See Liptser and Shiryayev (1977, Theorem (9.1), p. 333).
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The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 specifies the basic model of trend
explored in the paper, and compares it with an ARIMA model with normally
distributed innovations. Section 3 characterizes the optimal forecast of the future
level of a series generated by such a trend. Section 4 presents one example of how
this nonlinear trend might interact with a linear process to generate data, and
discusses maximum likelihood estimation and inference about the unobserved
state for this case. Section 5 applies the technique to postwar U.S. data on real
GNP. Section 6 explores the implications for defining and measuring business
cycles, and provides a comparison of alternative approaches. Section 7 presents
diagnostics comparing the model with the standard ARIMA specification, while
Section 8 addresses the long-term consequences of an economic recession. Brief
conclusions are offered in Section 9.
2. A MARKOV MODEL OF TREND

Let n, denote the trend component of a particular time series y,. I will say that
n1 obeys a Markov trend in levels if
+a0+ n,1
n,=als
where st= 0 or 1 denotes the unobserved state of the system.3 I assume that the
transition between states is governed by a first-order Markov process:
Prob [St = 1 ISt-1 = 1] =p,
(2.1)

(2.2)

Prob[S,= OlS, = 1] = 1 -p,
Prob[St = OlSt,1= 0] = q,
Prob[St = lISt,1 = 0] = 1 - q.

Generalization to a higher-orderprocess and to more than two states is discussed

below.
I will describe n,- exp(nt) as exhibitinga Markovtrendin logs.
The stochastic process for St (equation 2.2) is strictly stationary, and admits
the following AR(1) representation:
(2.3)
(2.4)

st=(1-q)+
Xst
X=--1 +p+q,

where conditional on St

Vt= (1 -p)

+vt,
=1,

with probabilityp,

with probability 1-p,
VI= -p
conditional on S,_ 1 = 0,
V

=- (1-q)

V, =

q

with probability q,

with probability1 - q.

3I adopt the usual notational convention that for discrete-valued variables, capital letters denote
the random variable and small letters a particular realization. Both interpretations of course apply to
equations such as (2.1), in which I will use small letters by convention.
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On the basis of representation (2.3), then, one can view (2.1) as a special case of a

standardARIMA model,albeitwith a somewhatunusualprobabilitydistribution
of the innovationsequence{ V,}. It is thereforeuseful to describein some detail
the differences between (2.3) and an AR(1) process driven by normally distributedinnovations.
Before doing so, however,note some of the essentialpropertiesof (2.3). From
(2.3) and the fact that EOV,=0 for all t > 0, we see
(2.5)

q
(1

EoS, -

)

?X
+ tEOSo

where Eo denotes the expectationconditionalon informationavailableat date
zero (which need not include observationof so). Observingthat EOS,can be
interpretedas the probabilitythat S, = 1 given informationavailableat time zero
(denoted Po[S,= 1]), (2.5) can be rewritten
(2.6)

Po[S, =1] = X+

(07ro- r)

where
(2.7)

v7

(I -q)l(l

To

Po[So 1]

-p + I-q)l

=

Asymptotically,then, the conditionalprobabilityconvergesto the limiting unconditionalprobabilitygiven by
P [ St

= 1 ] = q7.

As in the case of an ARIMA process with normallydistributedinnovations,
the errorterm V, in equation(2.3) is uncorrelatedwith laggedvalues of St,
E[VkIS,t =1]=E[VIISt

==0]=0

for

j=1,2,....

In contrast to the normal case, however, V, is not statisticallyindependentof
lagged values of St, e.g.,

E[

,2

S,_ = 1] = p (1-)

E[VJ21S,

=0] = q(l-q).

The latter propertymakesan importantdifferencewhen noise is added to the
system. For example,in the model that I will fit to data, I assumethat the state st
is not observed directly, but instead is one of many factors influencing an
observedseries.To appreciatethe differencethat arisesin this case between(2.1)
and an ARIMA model with normalinnovations,considerthe simplestpossible
example:
(2.8)

y,=s, +e,.

Here y, is a stationaryprocess(perhapsthe firstdifferenceof Y,)and e, - N(0, a72)
is an i.i.d. series independentof V,-j for all j. Applying(1 - XL) whereL is the
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lag operator (Lx x,= X,_;) to (2.8),
(2.9)
yt-yt-X
=(I-q)+,+Et-Xet,1.
The error term on the right-hand side of (2.9) admits an MA(1) representation,
V, + E,-A E,t_1= Ut -

ut-_1

or
(2.10)

+
ut= v + OVt-1 ?82Vt2

+ (

+ OtV3

+

* ?+Et + (9-

- X)OEt-2 + (o - /)02Et -3+

* -'

where 9 is the value less than one in absolute value that, along with
(2.11)

(1 +

(2.12)

-9a

92)a

0g,satisfies

2 = (1 + X2)aE2 + a.2

2= -Xa2,

where
(2.13)

aUV=E(Vt2)
-p(I

-p)

+ q(l - q)(I 7).

As in the case of V,, the innovation U, is uncorrelated with U,>j for j > 0, but
is not independent. An earlier version of this paper illustrated the relevance of
this point by way of example, showing that while E[U,(U,_L - OU2)] = 0, it
nonetheless is the case that
E[Ut( Ut

2]

=0 (I - p)(1 - q)( p - q)

OX - I
a2 2A

in general not zero. What this means in practical terms is that while one could
use the ARMA(1, 1) representation
yt - Xy,_1 = (1 - q) + u, - Ou@,1
as a basis for forecasting y,+j as a linear function of Y,, Y.-I,
these forecasts
are not optimal; nonlinear forecasts that exploit the serial dependence of the
white noise series U, are superior.4 From (2.6), these optimal forecasts are given
by
Eyty+j==" + Ai {

SI

lY, yl_

.
where P[St = 1lYt, Yt .1
is the nonlinear function of y,, Y....
to be presented in Section 4.
Thus, the essential differences between the specification (2.1) and a standard
ARIMA model with normal innovations are twofold. First, (2.1) specifies that the
growth rate n,- n ,_ need not change every period, but rather only does so in
response to occasional, discrete events. Second, when added to a linear normal
process, (2.1) generates a nonlinear process for the observed series for which,
4See Granger (1983) on this general issue.
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while an ARIMA representationexists, it does not generateoptimal forecastsof
the futurevalue of the series.
3. FORECASTINGAND PRESENTVALUE CALCULATIONS

3.1. Markov Trendin Levels

Let i, denote the cumulativenumberof "ones"since time zero,
it-5

s+52+

***+ti

so from (2.1),
(3.1)
nt=no+a1it+a0t.
Recall from (2.6) that
E { Sj Prob[So= 1] = 7TO)
(3.2)
=qJ+ A( rTo-1)
and so from (3.1),
(3.3)

Eo{ Nt Eo[ N0] = n0, Prob [S0 = 1]
=no+al['7Tt?+

VX(,To

=

T0

- T)]? aot

- 7].
=no + [al7 + ao]t + [a,X(1 -Xt)/(l -X)I [,To
The limiting growth rate as t -*oo is seen from (3.3) to be independent of
informationabout the state of the systemat date 0:
= al)7+ a0.
lim E[(Nt+1-NN)ln0, 7TO]
.

00

Intuitively,we know from equation(2.6) that for large t the economy will be in
state 1 with probability 7T,in which case the growth rate would be a, + ao,
whereas the economy will be in state 0 with probability 1 - w, in which case the
growth rate would be ao; hence the expectedgrowthrate is a,7r+ ao. Furthermore, if one had no useful informationabout the state of the system at date 0,
= iT and (3.3) implies that this limiting growth rate would be the basis for
7TO
constructingforecastsof N, for all finite t. On the other hand, if one did have
> 7T, then for ajX> 0, E[N,tPO(So=1) =701
useful information that, say, 7TO
would be systematicallylarger than E[NtjPO(So= 1) = z] for all t, with the
differencegrowingwith t as the term (1 - Xt)goes to unity. In particular,if we
= 1) with certain knowledge that
compare certain knowledge that So= 1 (7Tr
SO=0 (T = 0), we see
lim { E[NtISo= 1]- E[NISo= 01 = ajX/(1 - X).
(3.4)
t X-C

So, while informationabout the state of the economy at date 0 has no effect
on the long run growthrate (Nt+1- N), it does exert a permanenteffect on the
level Nt.5
sAn analogous result of course characterizes a standard ARIMA(p, 1, q) process. See Beveridge
and Nelson (1981, p. 155).
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The discounted present value can also be evaluated from (3.3):
(35)
3.5)

ir!OC

noIAI.

E (E: pNtv In o

(1- fl)

}

3(1 - q)

+

13X7Ao

2
(1--),()(1-

(

+

)]

aof

+

(1 -A)2

2

3.2. Markov Trendin Logs
Here I characterize forecasts of future values of a series that follows a Markov
trend in logs by exploiting a simple vector recursion in expected values.
Let PJ[A, BI denote the probability that events A and B will occur together,
conditional on information available at T. Note that the following recursion,
(3 .6)

Po[I, = i, St = 1] =Pp PoltI_1 = i -1,
-

+ (I1-q)

St-, = 1]

PO[It,_ = i -1,

St-, = ?],

holds for t = 1, 2,... and i =1, 2,..., t. For i = 0 we of course have

(3.7)

Po[I1= O,S,= 1] = O

holding for t = 1, 2,....
(3.8)

Similarly, the recursion

Po[I, = i, St = O] = (I1-p)

Polit-i = i, St-, = 1]

+ q - Po[It,-

holds for t = 1, 2,... and i = 0,1,.,

(3.9)

= i, St-, = 0],

t - 1, with

PO[I= t, S,=0I=0

for t = 1, 2,... .
Let a', exp (a1) and ao exp (ao). Multiplying equation (3.6) by alao, summing for i = 1, 2,..., t, and using (3.7) yields
(3.10)

ao

POEI,= i, St = 1]

i=o

t-1
-

[&1%p].*

&fc%1.
PoI,t-i=],

St-, =11

j=O
t-1

[aa &(q)]

*Eala
j=O

*PO[It_l = j St-, = 0]

Similarly, multiplying (3.8) by alao, summing for i = 0,1,. .., t - 1, and using
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(3.9) gives
(3.11)

E a1&0%
PoIIt= i, St = 01
i=O
t-1

-[(1-p)AO]

Alj6t1.o[t=j,

St-=1

j=O
t-

1

+[qa%]. ? A
lia 1 Po[It-1=j St-,= 01
j=O

Define
(

2)

A,
Mo(t, s ) = E Ai Po[It =i, S
i=O

for s = 0,1 and write (3.10) and (3.11) as
1) 1_ [ aoaP
[MO(t,

MO(t0)

aol(l-q)

o(1-p)

J -a

aoq

][MO(t

-11)1

][Mo(t

-1,0)

]

or, defining

1

q

(1-p)

we have
(3.13)

[aM(O

]

:flO)]

[ Mo(t-

&B

Note from (3.12) that Mo(0, s) = Po[SO= s]. Thus (3.13) has the solution
[Mo(t ?)]

[Bo4I

I

9

Solving for the roots of ILI - BI =0, we see
IL + /-2 = q + pa1,
AM2=a

+p+q).

(-1

Following Chiang(1980, pp. 148-152), write
(3.14)

Bt= T

|1

Al

t_

where
T_

-

q)

(fL2-q)

- _P) (-p)

T-1~~~~~

[

1p)

(q - A2)
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The expected value of the level of a seriesthat follows a Markovtrendin logs is
then seen to be
(3.15)

n
= [-1

E

+ MO(t1 -)]
qMO(t,0?)
n0[I

I ] a t Bt [ 7To I -7 ]r

ntahct(ukro s 2xts 2
(111

-

a p

o

t

f

l

2)

where
k

/al

] [ 7TO+

t-

al

(I1?T

ao

a
}+ p + q [ofl.&1(-1

= [-1

q

,ul > ,U2, we see that, as in the case of a Markov trend in levels, the

Normalizing

long-rungrowthrate is independentof informationabout the initial state:
A

lim
t

Eo Nt

+1

^
A

=AO

00 EoNt

but a change in the current state exerts a permanent effect on the future level of
the series,

(3.16)

tlim Eot Ntj7To0=1

-(-

A-l(

+ p + q)

From (3.15), the present value is
.17)AoEAO,A
(~~~~C

A

?
:?)A

t=O

1 a-/a&(pi

+ q) +A

a-(1

+p + q)aj

4. ESTIMATION, FILTERING, AND SMOOTHING

4.1. Stochastic Specification

Several options are availablefor combiningthe trend term n, with another
stochastic process. Here I discuss the approachthat resultsin the computationally simplest maximumlikelihoodestimation.
Suppose we have observationson a time series { y}. Specify
(4.1)

5t= nt+.Ft

where n, is as given in (2.1) and (2.2) and z, follows a zero meanARIMA(r,1,0)
process:
(4.2)

'Ft -

t-, = 0(+t-(+ Or(ZFtr

IZt-2) +

+2(Ft-2 -t-3)

Z't-r- 1) + Ett-

+ *
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I take { E,} to be an i.i.d. N(O,a2) sequencethat is independentof { n, j } for all
j. Differencing(4.1) and rewriting(4.2) we obtain
a1st + aiO+ Zt,

Y=

(4.3)

z

1 + p2Zt-2 +

=lzt-

where y,

+?4Zt-r

+ ET,

-Zt-z1.

and z, -

The econometricianis presumedto observey, but not z, or st. I firstdiscuss a
filter whereby the econometriciancan draw probabilisticinference about the
unobservedstate st given observationson yt, and then show how evaluationof
the sample likelihoodis a naturalbyproductof the filter.The analysisis closely
related to the discussionby Cosslettand Lee (1985),who deriveda recursionto
evaluate the likelihoodfunctionfor the case where(4.3) is a standardstationary
regressionequationwith no laggeddependentvariables.
4.2. Filtering

The basicfilter acceptsas input the joint conditionalprobability
PI St-I=

St-1

St-2

St-r = St-rlYt-1i

=St-2,'".,

Yt-2'"-,

Y-r+1I

and has as output
P [St

St, St-1 = St-1t.

St-r+l

St-r+1iYt'

Yt-i'

...

Y-r+1]

along with, as a byproduct,the conditionallikelihoodof yt:
f (YtlYt-1, Yt-2,*--- Y-r+l)
Note well the notation:[st, St - 1*
St-r+1] refersto the r most recent values
of s whereas [Ye,Yt-, *** Y-r?+I denotes the complete history of y observed
throughdate t. By "PIS,= S, S,-_ = s,l,... , St_r+ 1= St-r+1lyt, Yt-1, --, Y-r+i]
I refer to a vector consistingof 2r elements. For example, suppose r = 4. The
element indexed by (1, 0, 1, 1) denotes the probabilitythat St-1 = 1, St-2 = 0,
St3= 1, and St_4= 1. These 16 probabilitiessum to unity by construction,and
representan inferenceabout the unobservedstate (st1, St-2' St-35 St--4) based
on observationsof y throughdate t - 1. The algorithmis as follows.
STEP

1: Calculate
P[St

= St, St-1

=

P P[=SIS

= St-1,

.,

St-r

St-rlYt-1, Yt-2= St-1

=S1IXPISt1

.. I Y-r+1]

St-2 = St-2 -

St-r St-rlYt-1' Yt-2' . * Y-r+1]
where P[St = stSt1= s-t_lJ is
P[St = StISt-1 = St-1 St-2 = St-2'

given by (2.2). (Note P[St = stSt
=
St-r
* * * St-r

Yt-1' Yt-2* ... , Y-r+i]

dependenceand first-orderMarkovassumptions.)

=

St-]

=

by the in-
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2: Calculate the joint conditional density-distributionof y, and
- - - St- r):
f (Y,, St

St-r = St-r

St-1 = St-1,

= St,

f (ytlSt, = S

t-1 = St-1 ...

"' Y-r+i)

Yt-2

St-r = St- r,

St-1 =St-1

XP[St=S,

IY,-i

Yt-1 Yt-2' -

St-r=St-rlYt-1,

Y-r+?)

Yt-2'

Y-r+lI]

where we know
St-

f(y,51t=St,

=St-1,.,

rI

1
=

Yt-1 Yt-2 ..

St-r=St-r

(Yt- I - asI

-

((Yt - aisto)

exp [2

Y-r+l)
-o)

-r(Yt-r-aist-r
STEP 3:

We then have
Yt-2'',

f(YtlYt-l

Y-r+l)
1

=

1

1

ff(yt,St St,St_l= St-l

E .-

St=0

S,-1=0

St-r

?

St-r
STEP

ao))

St-rlYt-1, Yt-2 ..

Y-r+l)

4: Thus
P[St =St, St-1 = St-1,

*,., St-r=

f (Yt, St =St, St-1

St-1, f(YtlYt-1'

STEP 5:

St-rlYt, Yt-1,

Y-r+1]

St-r

St-rlYt-1,

Yt-2,'",

Y-r+l)

*

Y -r+l)

Yt-2y?

The desiredoutputis then obtainedfrom
P [St

St, St -1 =St -1 ,
-

St -r+1l

St-r+1 lYt, Yt-1 ,

P[St= s,, St-1= St-,,

E

Y

-r+1]

St_r= St-rlYt,Yt-1

-

Y-r+1l]

tr=0

One could start up the algorithmwith
P[SO=So0

S_

5-1=SI,

-S-r+l=S-r+11YO

Y-1

s- Y-r+lI

though evaluatingthis expressionproves to be somewhatinvolvedcomputationally. I have instead in this paper adopted the simplerexpedientof startingthe
filter with the unconditional probability P[50=s0, S-1 =s-1,-,
S-r+1 =
=
as
Set
to
the
evaluated
follows.
7r
1]
equal
limiting
probability
s-r+1],
P[S-r+1
of the Markov process from equation (2.7), and of course set P[S-r?+ 01=
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r + 2, - r + 3, .. .,O calculate

1- g. Then for T =P[ST

T' ST-1

=

P[ ST=
XPST-1

=

Sr+1r+l = S-r+1

S_1,

STIS1

=ST-1

= ST-1

ST-2

= ST- 2,

Sr+i

= S-r+l]

The final productof this subiteration,
-1
P[SO 0so, S =s,...,
S_r+1
S-r+1I
is then used as input for the basic filterfor t = 1. The iterationon the basic filter
is then repeated for t = 1, 2, . . ., T.

For some applications,one might want to allow the possibility of a permanent change in regime (e.g., q = 1). For such applications,we should not set
P[S-r+l = 1] from equation (2.7), but should instead treat it as a separate
parameter(say g-r+l) to be estimatedalong with the others.
It is easy to verify that the output of the filter is always a well-defined
probabilitydistributionwith the termsnonnegativeand summingto unity.
Neftci's (1982) algorithmfor dating business cycle turning points can be
obtained as a specialcase of the basic filterby setting q = 1 and r = 0.
One byproductof the filteris evaluationof the conditionallikelihoodin Step 3.
The sample conditionallog likelihoodis
YT-1S-.-

logf(YT

YIIYo, Y-1,.-

Y-r+l

T
=E

l?gA(YtlY-1

Yt-2-

- Y-r+1)

t=1

which can be maximizednumericallywith respect to the unknownparameters
r)j and optionally 'T-r+l as described above. Obvi(al, a0, P, q, a, fr'1 p2-ously the model is unidentifiedin the sense that the decisionof whichstate to call
state 0 and which to call state 1 is arbitrary.I normalizeby letting state 1 be the
fast growth state and state 0 be the slow growth state, achieved by setting
al + a0 > a0 or a1 > 0.
The logic of the filteris equallyvalid undermuch more generalspecifications.
With n rather than 2 states, the input to the filter is a vector consisting of nr
elements, and the summationsin Steps 3 and 5 are over (0, n - 1) ratherthan
(0,1). The autoregressiveparameters(4) can also be made a function of the
regime by replacing %jin Step 2 with 4j(Sf) or 0j(S,_j). In my (1988) paper I
applied the algorithmwith the standarddeviation a(S,) also a function of the
regime, and extended the estimationtheory to a multivariatecontext where the
econometrician wishes to impose the cross-equationrestrictions implied by
rational expectations.Higher-orderdynamicsfor the regime shift are also conceptually straight-forward-e.g., replace P[S,=stjS,1j=stsj]
in Step 2 with
That
instead
of
is,
P[St=StISt-1
=St-1
multiplyingeach of the 16
St-2=St-2].
numbers in the input to the filter by p, q, 1 - p, or 1 - q (depending on the value
of St and sf_1) one multipliesby one of Pll, P12, . dependingon the value of
So St- 1, and st-2
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Such extensions are in principle straight-forward.Any problems are chiefly
numerical. Identificationof the parameterscharacterizingthe dynamics of St
k
(p, q, and a,) separatelyfrom those of the Gaussiancomponent(41, 02 . - Or)
a
limit
on
how
compliin
the
There
is
data.
practical
on
depends nonlinearities
cated we can permit the dynamicsfor both the regime shift and the Gaussian
component to become and still have hope of obtaininguseful results.
The relation between my approachand that of Sclove (1983) should now be
stated more precisely. Let y (Yi *... I YT)" S (s1 ..., ST), and 0 =
(al, ao, P, q, a, 41 029*** 9r)'. My filterevaluatesf( YI8,Y-rr+l " yo) and maximizes with respectto 6. The MLE B is then used in a finalpass throughthe filter
to draw probabilisticinference about s. Sclove, by contrast, would calculate
( y, SIO,Y-r?+i-.., yo) and maximizewith respect to both 0 and s. Thus the
output of my algorithmis a sequenceof conditionalprobabilities,and the output
of Sclove's maximizationis an imputed historical sequence for s. Sclove's
empiricalapplicationalso opted for the otherend of the trade-offbetweena rich
parameterizationof the dynamicsfor the Gaussiancomponentand that for the
Markov component. He assumedno autocorrelationfor the Gaussian component, whereas I allow four lags; Sclove tested for up to nine differentregimes,
whereasI permit only two.
.

4.3. Smoothing

Another byproductof the basic filteris inferenceabout the state s, based on
currentlyavailableinformation,
P[St=

StjY, Yt-i,---9 Y-r+1]
1

1

1
=

Y
E

...

St-1-?

St,-r+l

Sf-2O0

P[St=st,

St-,=St-,,.

=

St_r+1

St-r+llYtg Yt-1, . * Y-r+?I-

Altematively,one can obtain a more reliableinferenceabout the laggedvalue
of the state using currentlyavailableinformation.For example,using the output
from Step 4 of the basic filter,one can calculatean r-lagsmoother:
P[St.r = St-rlYt'Yt-1i .. . Y-r+?]
1

1

=

E
St=0

St-,1=O

1

...

E

St, =st-1-

P[St=S,

St-r1=O

St-r = St-rlYt Yt-1i'*, Y-r+1l]

A full-samplesmoothercan be obtainedfrom adaptinga suggestionmade by
Cosslett and Lee (1985) in a slightly differentcontext. Suppose that instead of
using
P [St-1 =St-1

St-2 = St-2

. 9 St-r

=

St-rlYt-1, Yt-2*

Y-r+1]
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as input into the basic filter, we used in its place
P[S1=

St-r

St-1,St2=St2,

...

ST-1 =sT-1

St-rIST

=SrT

= sT-r+r1 Yt-1' Yt-2. *

ST-r+

for some T < t - 1 and for some choice of

(ST, ST-,

Y-r+1I

to be specified

^ST-r+l)

...

shortly. Running through the steps of the basic filter, it is easy to verify that the
output of the filter would in this case be
= St, St-1 = St-P

P[St

?
ST-r+1

...
ST-1 *
*

ST

= St-r+1I

St-r+1

sT

T~

5T-r?+1 Yt Yt-1i ** Y-r?+1

with byproduct
* ST-r?+1 5T-r+1 Yt-1, Yt-2' ** Y-r+)Bearing this in mind, the full-sample smoother can be obtained as follows.
f(Y,IS

ST,ST-1

T

.

ST-1

STEP 1: Run through the basic filter for t = 1,..., T and store the resulting

sequences P[ST=ST, ST1=ST-P i...,
ST -r+?
*"- Y-r+ 1) for T 1, 2, .. ., T.
YT-2'
f(YTIYT-1,
STEP 2: For

each

value

of

the vector

repeatthe following:

.I ST-r+),

(ST ST-1

and for each possible

T

Y-r?] and

YT,

=ST-r+?IY,T,

(a) Set

P [ST=S T' ST-1 =ST-11..

(4.)

=

ST-1

ST =-r+l?
ST-r+l=

..

T-1'

ST-r+1 = T-r+1 ST
Yt-1, Yt-2'

T'

*

Y-r+1]

= S^T-11
1 and zero otherwise.
ST-r+
(b) Repeat the basic filter using (4.4) to start the iteration and iterate over
=
1, Tr+ 2,..., T, storing the output from Step 3 of the basic filter as
t -T+

equal to unity if

f(ylST.

ST

ST-1

=ST

=

ST, ST-1

.

=T-1'

...

ST-r?l

I

ST-r1

=

5T-r+?1
S

Yt-1,

I

*.

Yt-2'

Y-r+l).

(c) The smoothed probabilities are given by
P[S

rA,r S
P[S,r

Sr

Sr
SSr1

***I

., S.1

f(y,r+lS,=S,r

S,-r+l

=K1

,

ff(yYr

X

Sr-1

=

lSr-11 ..

Sr Sr-1

Sr

Y-r+1I

YTrYT-1 .

Si.r+l

.

Sr- r+

1 +l
2 lYr

=

X f(YTISr

S-r+1

Yr-1

Y-r+l]

Yr Yr-1. . *

Si.+i
Sr-r+l

IYr.
f(Yr+l
f
2 1Sr =r
t(Yr+

IYT,YT-1,

ST-Sr+i 1Sar+1

1*
=

Y-r+1)

Y-r+l)
Yr+l, Yri -- Y-r+l)

Sr-r+ll

Yl
Yr ... I Y-r +1)

Sr-+

,S.r1l,

f (YT IYT- 11 YT-21 ..

YT-1, YT-2-

Y-r+l)

I Y-r+ 1)

5. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOODESTIMATESFOR U.S. GNP DATA

The above technique was applied to U.S. postwar data on real GNP. The
variable used for y, was 100 times the change in the log of real GNP for
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TABLE I
ERRORS
STANDARD
ANDASYMPTOTIC
OFPARAMETERS
ESTIMATES
LIKELIHOOD
MAXIMUM
BASEDONDATAFORU.S. REALGNP, t = 1952: II TO1984: IV
Parameter

Estimate

Standard error

a1
aO
p
q

1.522
-0.3577
0.9049
0.7550
0.7690

0.2636
0.2651
0.03740
0.09656
0.06676

a
41

0.014

03

-0.058
-0.247

44

-0.213

a2

0.120

0.137
0.107
0.110

t = 1951: II to 1984: IV.6 Numerical maximization of the conditional log likelihood function led to the maximumlikelihoodestimatesreportedin Table I. Also
reportedare asymptoticstandarderrors.7
One possible outcomethat mighthave been expecteda prioriwould associate
the states st = 0 and 1 with slow and fast growth rates for the U.S. economy,
correspondingto decade-longchanges in trends. In fact, however, the sample
likelihood is maximizedby a negativegrowthrate of - 0.4%per quarterduring
state 0 and a positive growth of (ao + a,) = + 1.2% during state 1. These values

clearly correspondto the dynamicsof business cycles as opposed to long-term
variations in secular growth rates. Indeed, the first- and second-order serial

correlationin logarithmicchangesof real GNP seem to be better capturedby
shifts between states rather than by the leading autoregressivecoefficients,as
indicatedby the fact that 41 and 42 come out remarkablyclose to zero. Negative
coefficientsat lags 3 and 4 suggestthe possibilitythat the method used by the
Bureauof EconomicAnalysisfor deseasonalizingintroducesspuriousperiodicity
when applied to data generatedby a nonlinearprocess such as this one. These
coefficientsfurthersuggestthat investigatinga higher-orderMarkovprocess for
the trend might also be a fruitfultopic for futureresearch.
Figure 1 reportsthe estimatedprobabilitythat the economyis in the negative
growth state (P[St = 0]) based on currentlyavailableinformation(panel A) and
information available one year later (panel B). A full sample smoother (not
shown) was also calculated.The probabilitiesfrom the full-sample smoother
differedvery little from those of the four-lagsmootherin panel B. The average
absolute differencebetweenthese two smoothedseries was .016, with the maximum differenceoccurringin the second quarterof 1956; (the four-lagsmoother
6The level of GNP is measured at an annual rate in 1982 dollars. Data are from Business
Conditions Digest, February, 1986, p. 102, Series 50. The order of lags r was set arbitrarily to 4; the
basic filter was thus started for t = 1952: IL.
7Maximization was achieved by a Davidon-Fletcher-Powell routine. Convergence to the global
maximum reported in Table I proved relatively robust with respect to a broad range of start-up
values. Second derivatives of the log likelihood were calculated numerically, from which asymptotic
standard errors were constructed. I would like to thank Kent Wall for use of his DFP algorithm and
Steve Stern for use of his second-derivative program.
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FIGuRE1.-Inferred probability that S, =0.
Panel (A) reports the inferred probability that the economy was in the falling GNP state at date t
using information available at the time (P[St = 0 yy,,_Y1,...]). Panel (B) reports the inferred
probability that the economy was in the falling GNP state at date t using information available
4 quarters later (P[SI = O Y,?+4 Yt? , 1)

puts the probability of contraction at .40 for this quarter, whereas the full-sample
inference was .15). This suggests that reasonably precise estimates are available
from the four-lag smoother associated with the basic filter itself, and it may be
unnecessary to employ the full-sample smoother for many applications. Another
reasonable alternative to the full-sample smoother is to augment the basic filter
with a few additional lags on s.
6. ESTABLISHING THE DATES OF HISTORICAL BUSINESS CYCLES

The specific inferences about the historical incidence of growth states generated by the filter and smoother correspond extremely closely to conventional
dating of business cycles, and indeed could be employed as an independent
objective algorithm for generating such dating. A sensible metric might be based
on whether the econometrician would conclude that the economy is more likely
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TABLE II
ALTERNATIVEDATING OF U.S. BusINEssCYCLEPEAKSAND
TROUGHSAS DETERMINEDBY (1) NBER, AND (2) PROBABILITY
OF BEING IN RECESSIONGREATERTHAN 0.5 AS DETERMINED
FROM FULL-SAMPLESMOOTHER
Smoother

NBER

Peak

Trough

Peak

1953:111
1957:111
1960:11
1969:IV
1973:IV
1980:1
1981:111

1954:11
1958:11
1961:1
1970:IV
1975:1
1980:111
1982: IV

1953:111
1957:1
1960:11
1969:111
1974:1
1979:11
1981:11

Trough
1954:11
1958:1
1960: IV
1970:IV
1975:1
1980:111
1982: IV

> 0.5). Dates for
*
than not to be in a recession (P[St= 0IYT9 YT-1, Y-r+.I
postwar business cycles based on this measure are compared with NBER values
in Table 11.8 In contrast to NBER dates, my series indicates that the recessions of
1957-58 and 1979-80 immediately followed the oil price increases of 1957: 1
associated with the Suez Crisis and 1979: 11 associated with the Iranian revolution, respectively.9 For the other recessions, the two dating techniques are always
within three months of each other.
Note that the particular decision rule P[St = 0] > 0.5 seems to be largely
irrelevant for these data. Very few of the smoothed probabilities in panel B of
Figure 1 lie between 0.3 and 0.7. The algorithm is usually arriving at a fairly
strong conclusion about whether the economy is in a recession. The implicit
histogram would also seem to suggest that the filter is not simply fitting
parameters to an arbitrary nonlinear process, but rather reflects an underlying
pattern in the data of dichotomous shifts between the expansion and contraction
phase.
Another interesting implication of the Markov framework is that one can
calculate from the maximum likelihood parameter estimates the expected duration of a typical recession and compare this predicted magnitude with the
historical average. Conditional on being in state 0, the expected duration of a
recession

is
or,

E, kqk-1(j

-

q) = (1

-

q)-l

k=1

or 4.1 quarters. The historical average duration of a recession was 4.7 quarters
during the postwar period according to the NBER figures. The expected duration
of an expansion is likewise (1 - p) or 10.5 quarters, compared with an average
of 14.3 quarters in NBER dating.
8NBER business cycle dates are reported in Business Conditions Digest published by the Department of Commerce.
9My (1985) paper provided a detailed discussion of these events.
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Series:
Yt

Series
- .3577 + 1.522s, + z,
z, = .014z,- 1 -0.58z,- 2 -.247z,3
-.21 3z, - 4 + e,
e, - N [0, (.769)2]
= 11=.9049
P[S,= -1S,t,

100 In(GNP82,/GNP82,...i)
t 1952:III-1984:IV

3

y,

*

PIS,t= 0lS,-1 = 0] = .7550
Population A utocorrelogram:

Sample A utocorrelogram:
1.0*

1.0*
*
*
*
*
**

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
***

*
*
*
*
*
*
***

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
**

+ 2/;T

+ 21/T

*
*

*

lag

0.0 *-

*
~~~~~~~~~~*

*

*

*

lag

0.0 *

*

2T

- 2/1T

Sample Regression Coefficients for AR (4)
(Standard Errors in Parentheses):
+ .312y. -1 + .122vt-2
(.089)
(.093)

.555
(.129)

=

u,
U
.116.,vt-3- .081.vt 4(.092)
(.089)
Sample A utocorrelogram of Residuals
from A R (4) Regression:
-

1.0

Expected Value of Sample Regression
Coefficients for A R(4):
yv= .589 + 293yt-1 + .069vt2

au =0.99

-.104yt-3 3-.042yv.4

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

1.0

**
*

*+21VT

0.0

*

*
*

+ ut,

a. = 0.98

Expected Value of Sample A utocorrelogram
of Residuals from AR(4) Regression
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*

lag

*

- 2/1T

-2/1T
FIGURE

+ 21VT

2.-Comparison of actual GNP data with predictions of Markov model of trend.

7. COMPARING LINEAR AND NONLINER

MODELS OF GNP GROWTH

The Markov model offers a nonlinear alternative to linear representations such
as the Box-Jenkins ARIMA specification (used by Beveridge and Nelson (1981),
and Campbell and Mankiw (1987a, b)) or the unobserved components (UC)
models of Harvey and Todd (1983), Watson (1986), and Clark (1987). One might
well ask why, if the Markov model were the true data-generating process, do
parsimoniously parameterized linear models seem to have fit the data so well?
Panel A of Figure 2 reports the sample autocorrelogram of actual postwar
changes in the log of quarterly real GNP. Indeed this looks much like that
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predicted for low-order ARIMA processes.'0 An AR(4) model fit to the growth
rate of real GNP exhibits only the most modest autocorrelation of residuals
(Figure 2, panel A).
What would these same diagnostics be expected to reveal if the data were in
fact generated by the Markov model? The Markov model posits that y, = als, +
ao + z, with z, a zero-mean Gaussian AR(r) process and E(S,) = 7T.From the
independence of S, and z, we know
,E[yt,-Ety][yt-j

-Eyt-j] = E [Zztzt-] + al2E[St - ][St-j -,r].

The first term is the jth autocovariance from a standard AR(r) process, and can
be calculated using well-known formulas. Using (2.5) and the fact that Var(SO) =
7T(I - 7T),we can evaluate the second term from

E [St,-

7T][St-j-

T] = XA7(I - 7T)

where as before X (-1 + p + q) and r (1 - q)/(l - X). Thus the theoretical
autocorrelogram of data generated by a Markov model is known. Panel B of
Figure 2 plots this function for the MLE parameter values of Table I. It would
clearly be extremely difficult to distinguish the Markov model from a simple
linear alternative on the basis of the observed autocorrelations in a sample the
size of postwar quarterly data.
Figure 2 also reports some Monte Carlo results. For each of 1000 samples of
size T = 130 generated by the Markov model, an AR(4) specification was fit by
OLS. The average regression coefficient vector across these samples (panel B) is
very close to that for actual postwar data (panel A). The average sample
autocorrelogram of the residuals again would provide negligible evidence against
the AR(4) specification, even though we know that the true model used to
simulate the data in panel B was the nonlinear Markov process and not an
AR(4). I conclude that the Markov model satisfies the "encompassing" criterion
of Hendry and Richard (1982)-the apparent success (on the basis of Box-Jenkins
diagnostics) of simple ARIMA representations is precisely what one would
predict if the Markov model were the true data-generating process.
There are, however, several predictions of the Markov model that are inconsistent with an ARIMA or linear UC specification. The Markov model asserts that
forecasts of the log of GNP that are restricted to linear functions of lagged values
will be suboptimal; additional useful information is alleged to be contained in the
2'...]
which summarizes the inference
nonlinear function P[S,t- = lYt,Yt, -2,
drawn the previous period about the unobserved state variable S,_ 1. The intuition
for the sign and magnitude of the predicted effect is as follows. If the Markov
model were true and we knew that the economy was in the expansion phase of
the cycle last period (S,, = 1), we would forecast
E [(ao + alsJ)ISt-, = 1] = ao + alp
10For example, Watson (1986) settled on an ARIMA(1, 1,0) specification for the log of GNP,
Campbell and Mankiw (1987b) preferred a (2,1,2), and Clark (1987) selected (0,1, 2).
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whereaswhen the economywas in recessionlast period,
E [(ao +a,S,)IS, 1= 0I = ao + a,(1-q).
The differencein the forecast growth rate of the economy knowing that the
economy was in expansionratherthan recessionlast period would thus be on
the order of al(p - 1 + q), or about 1%faster GNP growth forecastwhen the
economy was in expansionlast period.11The Markovmodel thereforepredicts
that the lagged output of the basic filter,
P[St1 =1 lYt-1iYt-2' .. I* Y-r+l]

Xt-1

should enter statisticallysignificantlywith a positive coefficientwhen added to
the AR(4) representationfor GNP growth.The ARIMA or UC specifications
predictthat it shouldhavecoefficientzero.Whenone performsthis regressionon
actual postwarGNP data, one finds(standarderrorsin parentheses)
.199 -

yt-

(.294)
-

.0721 y,_ -

(.1609)

.00639

Y,-2

(.10088)

-

.1815 yt_3

(.0927)

.1639 YI-4+ 1.670 X>,+ u,.
(.590)
(.0917)

The t statistic associatedwith the null hypothesisthat GNP growth rates were
truly generated by an AR(4) model is 2.83, though X>-l being a generated
regressor,it is unclearwhatdistributiontheoryis appropriatefor interpretingthis
statistic.'2The changein forecastis on the orderof 1%of GNP.
Another predictionof the Markovmodel that is inconsistentwith an ARIMA
or UC specificationconcernsthe heteroskedasticity
of the residuals.The intuition
is as follows. If the data weretrulygeneratedby the Markovmodel and we knew
that the economy was in expansionlast period (S, - = 1) along with knowing
past values for et-, then the expectedsquarederrorin forecastinglog GNP this
period would be given by
c

E [_2] + Ert (lt

X

ao

_ (alp

+ ao12,

St

_

_2+

2pt

p)

'1Thisdiscussion(whichrederiveseq. (2.5) fromfirstprinciples)is intendedpurelyas an aid to the
intuition. The formulain the text does not literallygive the expected value of the coefficientin
the regressionthat follows.One can of coursearriveat the preciseeffectexpectedby addingst_1 to
the AR(4) regressionof the Monte Carlosimulationsdescribedearlier.Its expectedcoefficientturns
out to be 1.08.
12One mightthinkit morenaturalto test the AR(4)specificationagainstthe Markovalternativeas
a conventionalnestedhypothesis.Whena, = 0, the growthratesin states0 and 1 are the same.Thus,
an AR(4) model for first-differences
of the data obtainsas a specialcase of the Markovspecification,
and one mightthinkof usinga likelihoodratio,Wald,or Lagrangemultipliertest. Unfortunately,the
usual regularityconditionsfor establishingasymptoticpropertiesof these tests fail to apply here.
Under the null hypothesisthat a, = 0, the parametersp and q are unidentified.When p, q, and a,
are all treatedas separateparameters,the informationmatrixis singularunderthe null hypothesis
and the MLE's p and q cannot be regardedas consistentestimates of any populationvalues.
Furthermore,the derivativeof the log likelihoodwith respectto a, is also zero at the constrained
MLE. Davies (1977),Watsonand Engle(1985),and Lee and Chesher(1986)have discussionsof how
one might try to constructasymptotictest statisticsthat are robustto theseissues.
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By contrast,if we knew that the economywas in recessionlast period,
E [Et2] + E { [(a,S, + ao) -(al(l
=2

+

-q)

+ ao)]2,Sf_,

=

O}

a2q(l-q)-

Since p > q > 1/2, the model thereforepredictsthat an AR(4) forecastwill have
a smallervariancewhen the economywas in expansionlast periodthanwhen the
economy was in recessionlast period,the expecteddifferencebeing on the order
of 13

a2[p(1-p)-q(1-q)]

= -.229.

Thus, the Markovmodel predictsthat in a regressionof the squareof the AR(4)
residuals on a constant and the lagged filter output, the latter should enter
statistically significantlyand with a negative sign. The ARIMA or UC models
predict homoskedasticerrorsand a coefficientof zero. In actual postwarGNP
data one finds (standarderrorsin parentheses)
u2 =

1.570 -

.813 Xt

2

(.299) (.369)
where ui is the estimatedresidualfrom the AR(4) regressionin panel B of Figure
2. The Breusch-Pagan(1979) test of the null hypothesisof homoskedasticerrors
is 1/{2[( a2)21) times the explainedsum of squaresfrom this regression,which
comes out to 5.17. Engle (1982, p. 1000) proposescalculatingTR2 = 4.75. Again
abstractingfrom the generatedregressorproblem,both statisticsshouldbe X2(1)
(whose 5% critical value is 3.84) under the null hypothesisthat the data were
generatedby an AR(4) modelwith Gaussianhomoskedasticerrors.The data thus
reveal evidence of the kind of conditionalheteroskedasticitypredicted by the
Markovmodel and inconsistentwith the ARIMA or UC specifications.Again the
heteroskedasticityis economicallylarge; (the squaredresidualsfrom an AR(4)
are twice as large on averagewhen the precedingperiod'sinferenceabout st,
pointed confidentlyto a recession).
8. ON THE CONSEQUENCESOF BUSINESS CYCLES
FOR THE LONG RUN LEVELOF OUTPUT

Much effort has recentlybeen devoted to measuringthe effect of an unanticipated increase in GNP on the optimal forecast of the level of GNP at an
arbitrarilylong time horizon.This questionholds interest for two reasons.The
first concerns the nature of the business cycle and its persistence;the second
pertainsto the responseof consumersand firmsto changingbusinessconditions.
for each of theseissues
I discuss the implicationsof my Markovparameterization
in turn.
"3Again, this discussion is meant primarily to highlight the intuition and not to derive the precise
magnitude expected; the innovation of the AR(4) model is not simply e, + (s, - E, 1S,). From Monte
Carlo simulations on data truly generated by the Markov model, the expected coefficient on s _1 in
the Breusch-Pagan regression that follows turns out to be -.345.
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TABLE III
PREVious ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECT OF AN UNANTICIPATED 1% INCREASE IN REAL GNP
ON THE FUTuRE LEVEL OF GNP AT AN ARBITRARILY LONG nME HORIZON

BASIC WOLD REPRESENTATION:
ARIMA( p,1, q) MODELS:

(1- L)y, =A+

p(L)= [I + 1L +

+OqLq]/[1 - 1L ARIMA(1, 1, 0)
ARIMA(O, 1, 2)
ARIMA(2, 1,2)

Watson (1986)
Clark (1987)
Campbell and Mankiw (1987b)

4(1)

(L)u,

LINEAR UNOBSERVED COMPONENTS MODELS:

*-pLP]
1.68%
1.62%
1.49%

4(L)u, = e, + (1- L)K(L)ef

Watson (1986)
Clark (1987)

0.57%
0.64%

BI VARIA TE MODEL: (univariate representation implied by bivariate process for GNP growth and
level of unemployment)
Evans (1987)

ARIMA(6,1,3)

0.55%

COCHRANE 'S NONPA RAMETRIC ESTIMA TE:
Campbell and Mankiw (1987a)

0.80% to 1.27%

8.1. On the Nature and Persistence of the Business Cycle

Nelson and Plosser(1982) and Campbelland Mankiw(1987a,b) were interested in the extent to which recessions representtemporarydeviations from
potential output with the shortfall largely made up during the subsequent
recovery. Earlier approachesto this question were ultimately based on the
standardlinear representationfor a nonstationaryseries y,:
00

=+

(1-L

F,

{ju,

ji

+

(L)u,-

j=O

The permanenteffecton the level of the seriesof a currentinnovationu1 is given
by
lim tYtd+j =
=
j oo

dut

j=-

Previous researcherssought a finite-sampleapproximationto {(L) based on
Box-Jenkinsmethods,linear unobservedcomponentsmodels, bivariatemodels,
and nonparametrictests. A samplingof estimatesbased on these techniquesis
providedin Table 111.14
By contrast, the Markovmodel is fundamentallynonlinearand provides an
alternativeperspectiveon the basic questionaboutbusinesscycles posed by these
researchers.We can writethis model in the form
(1

-

L)y,

= (ao + alst)

+ [+(L)]

1Et.

Notice that the two fundamentalsourcesof randomness,S, and E,, are allowedto
14See also Cochrane (1987, 1988), Campbell and Deaton (1987), and Gagnon (1988). For comparison, the AR(4) model fit to GNP growth in panel 1 of Figure 2 implies A(1) = 1.31.
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have very differentimplicationsfor the futurepath followed by 5,. The earlier
discussionarguedthat we could associateSt with the businesscycle directly,and
Et with other factorscontributingto changesin output. The permanenteffect of
the non-business-cycle component
lim
,j-

0t?J661

de

(A(1)

?,

is given by

1- .014 + .058 + .247 + .213

On the other hand, if at date t the economyis in a recession(St= 0) ratherthan
the growth state (S, = 1), the consequencesfor the long-runfuturelevel of (100
times the log of) real GNP is given by equation (3.4):15

(5.1)

lim {Et [ t+j?St= 1]-Et [ t+j1St =0]}
a1(-1 +p + q)
(2 -p

1.522(-1

- q)

+ .9049 + .7550)

(2 - .9049 - .7550)

or about a 3%drop in GNP.
We can gauge the importanceof Jensen'sinequalityfor such calculationsby
using equation (3.16), which, in contrastto (5.1), forecaststhe level ratherthan
the log of GNP. Notice that for the MLE'sin Table I, the term a' in equation
(3.16) is estimated to be exp(1.522/100) = 1.01534. The eigenvaluesare /I,=
1.01138 and A2 = 0.66264.Thus from (3.16),
lim {Et [exp(9Y+/100)I St = 1, zt]

Et[exp(9,?/100)I

S, = 0, zt]

}

1.01138 - (-1 + .9049 + .7550)
1.01138 - (1.01534)(-1 + .9049 + .7550)

virtuallythe identical3%changepredictedin eq. (5.1).
8.2. Implicationsfor the Permanent Income Hypothesis

A conceptually separatereason for interest in the magnitudesin Table III
arises from a desire to understandthe spending habits of consumers. Here
Deaton (1986) and Campbelland Deaton (1987) raise the issue as to whetheran
unanticipated1%increasein incomerationallysignalsa greaterthan 1%increase
in permanentincome. The magnitudesin Table III are then used to evaluate
theories of consumptionbehavioras distinct from theoriesof the businesscycle
per se. Watson (1986) showedthat differentfinite-parameter
approximationsto a
15This calculation holds the current level of GNP constant, and calculates only the "signalling"
consequences of the recession for future GNP. If instead one wanted a dynamic multiplier (the future
and present consequences of a shift from S, = 1 to S, = 0 with the history of E's and all past st_j
constant), one should add a, (or 1.522%) to the values reported in the text.
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given process can yield strikingly different answers to this question. In this spirit
I examine A(1) for the linear Wold representation for my Markov process,

(8.1)

Yt ao +ajSt + [(L)]
=

+ 4(L)

,

-'Et

e,

Note from (2.3), (2.13), and (8.1) that y, has the spectrum

(8.2)

)E
i_

f ()

iw

iw

~ (Pre ~

01 e
2[P(j~

(1

+ q(l

-p)

a,[p(1

a

iwr

-

1 e

)(1

- q)(1

or

e

)

-

(1 - Xe ')(1 - Xeico)
-a2r;(eie)(

(e`io)

where our task is to calculate 4(1). From (8.2) we see
o_

a7[p

22_p_lp_

(1-p)7+

q(l

- q)(1-' w)]

(1-_X)2

+,r)
[1(1).

-ae2

Using the maximum likelihood estimates in Table I, we calculate
a2 [41(1)]2= .261 + 2.277= 2.538.
We further know (e.g., Anderson (1971, p. 422))
(8.3)

21

e

P2,,

r

g(

which one calculates to be .9703 by numerical integration of (8.2). Thus
1(1) = ['2. [i(1)12]l/=

1.62.

This estimate is completely dominated by the contribution of the business cycle
variable (see the second term in the sum on the right-hand side of (8.3)).
It is also straightforward to calculate the effect a recession would have on
permanent income if consumers knew with certainty that a recession had started,
that is, calculate the effect of a recession on the cumulative discounted value of
future output flows. From equation (3.17), the ratio of the discounted value of the
trend term when r0o=1 to the value when s7 = 0 is given by16
1-

1-(-1

(-1

?p+q)/

+p + q)

-exp(ao/100)

exp [(ao + a)/100]

16Recall that in the caseof a Markovtrendin logs, the stochasticspecificationis multiplicative,
not
additive(y' = n,z,) and so use of this formulais only strictlyvalid for Ez' constant.It does seem
to offer a usefulbenchmark,however,for summarizing
a key featureof theseempiricalestimates.See
also the precedingfootnote.
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Using /8= 0.99 for the quarterlyrealdiscountfactor,this expressioncomes out to
1.029 for the empiricalestimatesin Table I; that is, the certainknowledgethat
the economyhas gone into a recessionis associatedwith a 3%drop in permanent
income.
9. CONCLUSIONS

This paperexploredthe possibilitythat growthratesof real GNP are subjectto
autocorrelateddiscrete shifts. Empiricalestimationsuggestedthat the business
cycle is better characterizedby a recurrentpattern of such shifts between a
recessionarystate and a growthstate ratherthan by positive coefficientsat low
lags in an autoregressivemodel. Indeed, statisticalestimatesof the economy's
growth state cohere remarkablywell with NBER dating of postwar recessions,
and might be used as an alternativeobjectivemethodfor assigningbusinesscycle
dates. A move from expansioninto recessionis associatedwith a 3%decreasein
the present value of futurereal GNP and similarlyportendsa 3%drop in the
long-runforecastlevel of GNP.
Department of Economics, Rouss Hall, Universityof Virginia, Charlottesville,VA
22901, U.S.A.
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